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Aromatic Rice with Multiple Disease Resistance Developed through Anther Culture
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1.  Introduction

Due to ineffectiveness of chemicals and antibiotics in controlling the 
disease, development of disease resistant cultivars is the best way 
for management of this destructive disease. The deployment of rice 
cultivars that have multiple BLB resistance genes is expected to lead to 
more durable resistance (Kadu et al., 2018). In future there is need of 
improved high yielding rice cultivar having multiple disease resistance 
because rice crop is considered a major food crop for billions of people 
that rely on rice as their staple food (Chukwu et al., 2019). Hybridization 
and selection for yield and quality traits have led to the development of 
new rice varieties, resulting in loss of genes responsible for biotic and 
abiotic stresses. Among the biotic stresses, the major diseases of rice are 

Bacterial leaf blight, blast, double haploid, molecular 
markers, rice, sensory test 

Keywords: 

The experiments were conducted during kharif (June to September) 2018 and 
2019 to screen 7 aromatic rice double haploid (DH) lines developed against 
Bacterial Leaf Bligh (BLB) and blast disease. Three genes Xa21, xa13, xa5 for BLB 
resistance and two genes Pi1, Pi2 for blast resistance was introgressed into a local 
aromatic rice variety Dubraj from Chhattisgarh State of India. Dubraj is extremely 
popular aromatic short medium grain variety in Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh 
region and hence used in this study. RPBIO-226 and PR122 rice variety is used 
as donor for BLB and blast resistance respectively. 7 DH lines (L-1 to L-7) were 
developed from the crosses (Dubraj X RPBIO-226 X PR122) in the year 2017.  
Phenotypic evaluation for BLB diseases resistance has shown that L-1, L-6 and 
L-7 (score 1) has a similar resistance as the control check RPBIO-226(score-1) 
and 3 lines with moderate resistance (L-3 score 2) (L-4 score 3) (L-5 score 3). For 
blast disease, three lines (L-4, L-6 and L-7) were identified as resistance with the 
disease score of 1, whereas three were grouped under the section moderately 
resistant (L-1, L-3 and L- 5) with a disease score of 3. Sensory test (1.7% KOH) was 
conducted for the estimation of presence / absence of aroma. Moderately strong 
aroma was present in four lines (L-1, L-3, L-6 and L-7). On the basis of yield and 
presence of aroma in grain, L-3 has been selected with moderately resistant to 
BLB and blast for further advancement and subsequently evaluated under State 
Initial Evaluation Trial (SIET) during kharif 2020. Within 3 years of development 
of  DH line, L-3 is under varietal developmental trail, which itself indicate the 
efficacy of anther culture in fixing homozygosity and speedy development of 
desired variety within short period of time. 
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bacterial leaf blight (BLB) and blast that caused by pathogen 
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae and Magnaporthe grisea Barr 
respectively (Ou, 1985; Mew et al., 1992). Infection of BLB at 
a maximum tillering stage results to 20–40% yield reduction 
Yasmin et al., 2017) while due to the leaf blast yield loss can be 
as high as 50% (Babujee and Gnanamanickam, 2000). Anther 
culture technology have long been recognized as a method 
of advancing heterozygous population to homozygosity, but 
also allow the quick screening between genotypes within 
one generation (Chen et al., 2002). Double haploid technique 
through anther culture can accelerate the breeding cycle and 
allow better discrimination between genotype within one 
generation (Maria et al., 2006). Several rice DH varieties with 
superior grain quality characteristics, resistant to diseases like 
blast, bacterial blight, brown plant hopper and tolerance to 
abiotic stress have been released in different countries (Lee et 
al., 1989; Zhu and Pan, 1990; Senadhira et al., 2002; Pauk et al., 
2009). The new rice cultivar with multiple disease resistance 
also required high yield, hence several researchers reported 
high yielding rice cultivar that can be used for improvement 
of existing cultivars (Singh et al., 2015; Rashmi et al., 2017). 
In last decades for rice improvement researchers also worked 
for yield characteristics (Pratap et al., 2018), molecular 
characterisation (Tripathy and Dash, 2015) and disease 
resistance (Kaur et al., 2015). Using conventional breeding 
methods, plants with multiple resistance genes cannot be 
selected based on phenotype alone, because of epistasis effect 
of genes, wherein the action of a gene conferring resistance to 
many races of the pathogen may mask the action of another 
resistance gene. Though, using DNA markers it would be 
possible to select plants having multiple resistance genes 
without actual disease inoculation if markers linked with 
resistance genes are available (Kadu et al., 2018). In order 
to enhance the durability of resistance, molecular markers 
that are tightly linked to each of these resistance genes have 
been developed (Zhang, 1996) and used to pyramid them into 
rice varieties (Singh et al., 2001; Joseph et al., 2004). Among 
total identified BLB resistance genes most of the genes are 
dominant in nature while some are recessive. Some of them 
have been tagged and mapped by closely linked molecular 
markers (Rao et al., 2002). In Chhattisgarh Dubraj is commonly 
grown mega rice variety, which is most popular scented rice 
having tall plant morphology, short to medium grain and high 
yield. But it is highly susceptible for different biotic stresses 
like BLB and blast disease. For developing new aromatic rice 
variety, Dubraj was selected as one of the parent and donors 
were RPBIO-226 (BLB resistant) and PR 122 (blast resistant). 
For obtaining aromatic rice with BLB and blast resistance, 
double crossing was performed and subsequently subjected 
for anther culture for DH production.  

2.  Materials and Methods

The Experiments were conducted to screen 7 aromatic rice 
double haploid (DH) lines (L-1, L-2, L- 3, L- 4, L- 5, L- 6 and L-7) 
generated from double crossing of Dubraj, RPBIO-226 and 

PR122 developed against Bacterial Leaf Bligh (BLB) and blast 
disease during kharif (June to September) 2018 and 2019 
monsoon season. All 7 lines were developed through anther 
culture in the Department of Plant Molecular Biology and 
Biotechnology, Indira Gandhi Agriculture University, Raipur, 
India. In kharif (June to September)  2018 and 2019, 25 days 
old seedlings of all 7 lines along with positive (RPBIO-226 and 
PR122) and negative checks (Dubrai), raised in dry seed beds 
under ideal conditions, were transplanted in a well puddled 
field with 20×15 cm2 (between and within rows) spacing. 
Recommended doses of N:P:K (90:60:60) were applied in 
three split doses. Phenotypic observations were recorded. 
Ten randomly selected plants from each line evaluated for 
different traits such as number of panicles plant-1, number 
of tillers plant-1, plant height (cm), grain length (cm), grain 
breadth (cm), L/B ratio, seed weight (g) plant-1, aroma and 
50% flowering time. Average of both the years has been taken 
for all phenotypic observations.

Individual plants of 7 lines along with resistant and susceptible 
check were also evaluated for field infection to bacterial blight. 
During experiment, bacterial isolates were collected from 
Department of Plant Pathology, IGKV, Raipur, Chhatisgarh 
using modified Wakimoto’s Medium with minor modification 
(Weidenbach et al., 2016). The experimental plant material 
was inoculated with bacterial isolate at maximum tillering 
stage following clip inoculation technique (Kauffman et 
al., 1973) and disease score was evaluated 26 days after 
inoculation. The lesion length in each plant was measured on 
five individual leaves and average lesion length was obtained, 
the further categorization was done based on 0-9 score 
(Anonymous, 2013). Average of both the years has been taken 
for all disease resistance score.

The Blast disease was screened under natural environment at 
Raj Mohini Devi College of Agriculture and Research Station, 
IGKV, Ambikapur (Chhattisgarh), which is the hotspot for 
blast disease in Chhattisgarh. The observations of blast 
infestation were recorded 25–30 days after transplanting. 
Disease was scored according to standard evaluation system 
(2013) developed at the International Rice Research Institute, 
Philippines.

Sensory test for aroma was performed by using a 1.7% KOH 
solution (Sood and Siddiq, 1978). One gram of green leaf 
blade at the heading stage was cut into small pieces and put 
into Petri dishes with 5 ml of a 1.7% KOH solution at room 
temperature. After 30 minutes, the dishes were opened and 
smelled immediately. The presence (+) or absence (-) of aroma 
was then scored for aroma by a common panel of 4 experts in 
a scale of 1–4. Score 1 was given for absence of aroma, score 
2 was given for slight aroma, score 3 for moderate aroma and 
score 4 for high aroma. Average of both the years has been 
taken for aroma scores.

For genotyping of all lines for the presence and absence of 
disease resistant genes, the genomic DNA was isolated from 
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approximately 100 mg of leaf tissue per sample based on the 
cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) method (Doyle, 
1991). In this research 4 primers viz. xa5R (Panaud et al., 
1996), RM13 (McCouch et al., 1997), xa13pro (Singh et al., 
2001) and pT248 (Huang et al., 1997) was used to BLB disease 
screening whereas, primer RM136 (Eizenga et al., 2006), 
S29742c (Eizenga et al., 2006 ), RM7311a (Cao et al., 2015) 
and RM1233 (Fjellstrom et al., 2004) was used to screen DH 
lines against blast disease. Amplification reactions with eight 
markers were carried out on thermal cycler by preparing 
20μl final volume reaction containing 50 ng template DNA 
and EmeraldAmp GT PCR Master Mix (Takara Bio).This 
master mix includes an optimized buffer, PCR enzyme (2 U 
μl-1), dNTP mixture (10 mM), gel loading dye (green), and a 
density reagent in a 2X premix format. The PCR condition 
were: denaturation at 94°C for 3 minutes, thirty-five cycles 
of denaturation for 45 sec at 94°C, annealing for 30 seconds 
at 50°C followed by 30 sec at 72°C. Final elongation step was 
at 72°C for 10 minutes. The PCR products were stored at 
4°C before loading. The PCR products were detected using 
1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis along with 100bp ladder 
and visualized by ethidium bromide staining under Gel 
documentation unit (Biorad).

3.  Results and Discussion

3.1.  Screening for bacterial leaf blight resistance
7 DH lines of rice along with resistant (RPBIO-226) and 
susceptible (Dubraj) controls were screened against the 
bacterial isolates by using clip inoculation method. Strain of 
Xoo under epiphytotic conditions during the 2018 and 2019 
The strain of Xoo is the most aggressive and highly virulent, 
mostly used to screen Oryza sativa species in India that give 
diverse responses with the host (Goel et al., 2002). Lesions 
usually start near the leaf tips or leaf margins or both, and 
extend down the outer edges. Young lesions are pale green to 
grayish green, later turning yellow to gray (dead) with time. 
In very susceptible genotypes, lesions may extend to >50% 
whereas in resistant and moderately resistant genotypes, 
lesions may extend up to 0 to 5% and 6 to 12% respectively 
(Figure 1). The results of phenotypic screening are presented 
in Figure 2. On the basis of disease severity at 26 days after 
inoculation, 3 rice DH lines showed resistance, 3 were 
moderately resistance and 1 rice DH plant were susceptible 
to strain of Xoo. Similarly, wide responses of genotypes 
against Xoo were observed earlier by various workers (Ram 
et al., 2011; Thimmegowda et al., 2011; Sharma and Pandey, 
2012). The initial symptoms of BLB, including linear yellow to 
straw colored stripes with wavy margins, generally on both 
edges of a leaf and rarely on one edge, were observed with 
variable intensities. These symptoms first appeared in DH 
line (L-2), 8 days after inoculation, while DH lines viz. L-1, L-3, 
L-4, L-5, L-6 and L-7 showed these symptoms after 12 days as 
compared to resistant controls (RPBIO-226), which showed 
symptoms appears 12 days after inoculation. Susceptible 

Figure 1: BLB inoculated leaf of RPBIO-226 (Resistant parent) 
and L-3 (DH line) showing resistance against BLB under 
field condition along with susceptible genotypes (Dubraj- 
susceptible parent; L-2- Susceptible DH line)

control Dubraj showed symptoms after 8 days. These findings 
are in agreement with an earlier report by Singh et al. (2013), 
who reported that the first symptoms appeared after 7 days 
in moderately susceptible rice germplasm. Among these DH 
lines, L-1, L-6 and L-7 showed the lowest disease score (Score 
1) whereas highest disease score (Score 7) was shown by L-2 
line. The percentage leaf area diseased ranged from 3.38%% 
(L-1) to 33.51%% (L-2) compared with resistant controls 
RPBIO-226 (4.03%; Score 1) and susceptible control Dubraj 
(53.25%; Score7). The moderately resistant DH lines had 
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Figure 2: Scoring of BLB and leaf blast using 0-9 standard evaluation scale (Anonymous, 2013) and aroma score by sensory 
test using a 1.7% KOH solution (Avg. of 2018 and 2019) 
percentage leaf area diseased values ranging from 8.14%% 
(Score 3) to 8.82%% (Score 3) and susceptible rice DH L-2 had 
value of 33.51%% (Score 7) presented in Figure 2. The DH 
lines were classified as resistant, moderately resistant and 
susceptible. Three DH lines were resistant to the strain of Xoo 
and one DH line was susceptible. Therefore, in the present 
study, results showed that DH lines were resistant to BLB 
disease because of donor variety used in crossing programme 
(RPBIO-226). These results are in conformity with the earlier 
findings of Shah et al. (2009).

3.2.  Screening for rice blast resistance 
The blast pathogen affects different parts of a rice plant during 
pathogenesis. One of the serious forms of rice blast is leaf 
blast. However, due to very complex nature of M. oryzae, 
the epidemiology of pathogen is not completely understood. 
The leaf blast is well studied and the screening method for 
the same is precisely standardized. Therefore, in the present 
study the screening carried out for phenotypic evaluation of 
blast disease resistance. Seven anther culture derived DH lines 
of rice along with resistant (PR-122) and susceptible (Dubraj) 
controls were screened under natural environment at 35 day 
after transplanting against the fungal pathogen i.e. M. oryzae. 
Similarly, Yan et al. (2017) also screened set of germplasm 
for blast disease at 30 days after transplanting and disease 
reactions were scored ranging according to standard guideline 
of IRRI. The results show that the DH lines along with resistant 
donor had the Pi genes were resistant to blast disease. It 
reveals that these genes recognized the aggression of blast 
pathogen and continued to initiate a defence mechanism in a 
system of plants. The recipient parent Dubraj was susceptible 
to M. oryzae races present at Ambikapur district, Chhattisgarh 
state, India. It indicated that this variety did not have the Pi 
genes that recognized the protein produced by the avr gene. 
The Donor parent (PR122) for blast disease was resistant to 
race of M. oryzae. It showed that this variety had the Pi genes 

that recognized the protein produced by the avr gene from 
the pathogen. Furthermore, the resistance response PR122 
variety was compared with the resistance response of the DH 
lines that were tested. The check variety Dubraj was confirmed 
as a susceptible variety supporting the previous report (Shinde 
et al., 2018). During phenotypic evaluation least scores 1 
was recorded by three DH line corresponded to resistance. 
Further, three DH lines were found to be moderately 
resistance against leaf blast disease with phenotypic scores of 
3. The susceptibility with phenotypic score of 7 was recorded 
by one DH line and susceptible check Dubraj (Figure 2). Based 
on the scores obtained during the field screening, three DH 
lines were classified as resistant (L-4, L-6 and L-7) along with 
resistant check (PR-122), whereas, another three DH lines 
were grouped under the section moderately resistant (L-1, 
L-3 and L- 5) and the remaining DH line were included in 
the group susceptible (L-2) (Figure 3). Similar method was 
followed by researchers for screening of different landraces 
for blast resistance and observed that some cultivar shows 
the susceptible reaction against blast (Sowmya et al., 2014; 
Devi et al., 2015), which is similar with our result. The genetic 
crossing of the parents showed diverse reactions to blast 
pathogen. Hence, it can be said that L-1, L-3 and L-5 were 
moderately resistant to blast pathogen. It indicated that 
these lines had certain Pi genes that recognized the protein 
produced by the avr gene from the pathogen and initiated a 
defense response in the plants. The differential varieties with 
different  Pi genes shows different levels of resistant to blast 
pathogen. These genes protect plants from the pathogenic 
attack; however, several genes in different pathotypes groups 
were susceptible to blast pathogen, including the Pi genes. 
It indicated that blast pathogen may have the narrowest 
virulence spectrum in comparison with other races (Hayashi et 
al., 2009).  Similarly researchers reported that the resistance 
genes from a pathotype group are not always have the same 
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Figure 4: Agarose gel electrophoretic pattern of rice DH lines 
generated by using xa5R, xa13pro, pT248 and RM13 markers 
linked to BLB resistance genes, where M is 100-bp DNA size 
marker, RPBIO-226 is BLB resistant variety, Dubraj is BLB 
susceptible variety and numbers 1–7 represent DH lines

Figure 3: Sample images of rice DH showing blast resistance 
phenotypes (L-3) in contrast to susceptible (L-2) along with 
the resistant (PR122) and susceptible parent (Dubraj)

P1-Dubraj (S) P3-PR122 (R) L-2 (S) L-3 (MR)

resistance response to a certain blast race. The differential 
varieties were used to observe the resistance response to a 
certain blast race (Hayashi and Fukuta, 2009). 

3.3 Genotyping for bacterial leaf blight resistance 
Same lines were screened for the presence/absence of three 
BLB resistance genes (Xa21, xa13 and xa5) using PCR-based 
markers pT248, xa13pro, RM13 and xa5R. Here, the xa13pro 
is linked to xa13 gene locus and pT248 linked to genes Xa21 
and Reaming markers RM13 and xa5R are associated with 
xa5 gene. The resistant (RPBIO-226) and susceptible (Dubraj) 
controls were included as gene differential lines. Estimation 
of PCR results for the BLB resistance genes were determined 
by visualization of amplicons near 950 bp (pT248), 530 bp 
( xa13pro), 140 bp (RM13) and 160 bp (xa5R) of positive 
fragments, respectively. The results of genotypic screening of 
the seven DH lines are presented in Table 1. Electrophoretic 
patterns of DNA markers xa13pro, pT248, RM13 and xa5R for 
BLB resistance genes are shown in the Figure 4. During this 
polymorphic survey, out of the seven DH lines, only three 
DH lines had amplicons specific to xa13 alleles, showing the 
presence of these gene in DH lines evaluated along with 
resistant control RPBIO-226. Four DH lines amplified 160 bp 
fragments (xa5R) and five DH lines amplified 140 bp fragments 
(RM13) along with RPBIO- 226 indicating the presence of 
xa5 gene. Two DH lines along with resistant parent (RPBIO- 
226) amplified 950 bp fragments, indicating the presence of 
Xa21 gene. In the present study, DH lines with the presence 
of three BLB resistance genes, Xa21, xa13 and xa5 were 
identified, which were reported to give broad-spectrum 
resistance to different races of Xoo. The gene Xa21 and xa13 

Table 1: PCR Amplification of seven DH lines for xa5, xa13, 
and  Xa21 gene locus for BLB Resistance

Sl. 
No.

Line name xa5 xa13 Xa21
Markers Marker Marker

Xa5R RM13 Xa13pro PT248

P1 DUBRAJ × × × ×

P2 RPBIO-226 Xa5R RM13 Xa13pro PT248

1 L - 1 Xa5R × Xa13pro ×

2 L – 2 × RM13 × ×

3 L – 3 Xa5R × Xa13pro ×

4 L – 4 × RM13 × ×

5 L – 5 × RM13 × ×

6 L – 6 Xa5R RM13 Xa13pro PT248

7 L – 7 Xa5R RM13 × PT248

Xa5R
Xa13 pro

PT248
RM

13
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were identified in two (L-6 and L-7), and three (L-1, L-3 and 
L-6) DH lines respectively. The gene xa5 was found in all DH 
lines, wherein gene combinations such as Xa21, xa13 and 
xa5 were also found in L-6 line along with resistant parent 
PR-122. The combination of xa13 and xa5 gens was found in 
three DH lines, viz L-1, L-3 and L-6. The present findings are in 
agreement with the reports of Davierwala et al. (2001), who 
surveyed rice genotypes popularly used in Indian breeding 
programs using markers closely linked to xa5, xa13 and Xa21 
genes. They reported that 8 lines carried xa5, four had xa13 
and only 2 of them carried Xa21. The resistance gene xa5 has 
been positionally cloned and encodes the gamma subunit of 
transcription factor IIA. Sequencing of transcription factor IIA 
in resistant and susceptible isolines revealed two nucleotide 
substitutions resulting in an amino acid change between 
resistant and susceptible cultivars. The identification and 
characterization of major genes for qualitative resistance 
and polygenic factors controlling quantitative resistance 
have contributed a great deal to success in breeding 
resistant cultivars. Many of these identified genes have 
been incorporated into modern rice varieties and exhibited 
complete resistance against the pathogens (Sanchez et al., 
2000). Among the wild rice accessions, 25.71% possessed 
the xa5 gene. The xa5 gene alone was not effective against 
many of the Xoo pathotypes evaluated from Punjab (Lore et 
al., 2011) and the broad-spectrum resistance observed here 
may be due to the presence of one or more additional genes 
or modifiers in most of the DH lines. The xa5 gene is one of 
the most widely exploited resistance genes in many Asian 
rice breeding programs and it conferred durable resistance 
in many commercial rice cultivars (Mew et al., 1992). The 
pyramided lines with xa13 and other resistance genes showed 
a wider spectrum and a higher level of resistance than the 
lines with a single resistance gene (Huang et al., 1997). This 
calls for further detailed genetic analysis of the presence of 
novel BLB resistance genes and their tagging and cloning in 
wild rice accessions. This information can be gainfully utilized 
to supplement the BLB resistant gene pool available in India. 
The selected DNA markers for respective genes were highly 
reliable and make them the markers of choice for molecular 
screening of BLB-resistant genes among the rice DH lines. The 
presence of Xa21, xa13 and xa5 genes in DH lines is lacking in 
modern cultivars. Hence, the DH line can be use as modern 
cultivars, which is developed for BLB-resistant through 
pyramiding and DH approaches without compromising yield 
and grain quality.

3.4.  Genotyping for blast disease
The resistance response to blast pathogen is controlled by the 
resistance gene in the host. The presence of this resistance 
gene can be identified using molecular markers. In this 
research, four primers were used to amplify the targeted 
DNA fragments as the markers for the Pi1 and Pi2 genes on 
all DH lines tested. The PCR results show three primers could 
amplify the targeted DNA fragments (RM1233, S29742c and 

RM7311a), while one primer could not amplify the targeted 
DNA fragments (RM136). Therefore, the three primers were 
used to amplify the targeted DNA fragments on DH lines. Part 
of the PCR product profiles tested which contained: parents 
(PR-122- resistant; Dubraj- susceptible) and DH lines were 
shown in Figure 5, while the PCR scoring of the PCR product 
total was shown on Table 2. Estimation of PCR results for the 
blast resistance genes were determined by visualization of 
amplicons near 160bp (RM1233), 570bp (S29742c) and 150-
bp (RM7311a) of positive fragments. The electrophoretic 
patterns of DNA markers RM1233 representing resistance 
genes Pi1, whereas marker S29742c, RM136 and RM7311a 
for Pi2 resistance genes are shown in the Table 2. After the 
PCR analysis polymorphic marker evaluation shown, out of 
the seven DH lines, six DH lines had amplicons specific to Pi1 
alleles (RM1233-160 bp), showing the presence of these gene 
in DH lines evaluated along with resistant control PR-122. All 
DH lines amplified 570 bp fragments of S29742c marker and 
four DH lines amplified 150 bp fragments of RM7311a marker 
along with PR-122 indicating the presence of Pi2 gene. This 
study aimed at development of advanced DH carrying genes 
for blast resistant by using donor PR-122, which is the rice 

Figure 5: Agarose gel electrophoretic pattern of rice DH lines 
generated by using RM1233, S29742c, RM7311a and RM136 
markers linked to Blast resistance genes, where M is 100-bp 
DNA size marker, PR122 is blast resistant variety, Dubraj is 
blast susceptible variety and numbers 1–7 represent DH lines
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Table 2: PCR Amplification of seven DH lines for Pi1 and Pi2 
gene locus for blast resistance

Sl. 
No.

Line 
name

Blast disease resistance genes

Pi1 Pi2
Markers Markers

RM1233 S29742c RM7311a RM136

P1 Dubraj × × × ×

P3 PR122 RM1233 S29742c RM7311a RM136

1 L - 1 RM1233 S29742c RM7311a ×

2 L – 2 RM1233 S29742c × ×

3 L – 3 RM1233 S29742c × ×

4 L – 4 RM1233 S29742c RM7311a ×

5 L – 5 × S29742c × ×

6 L – 6 RM1233 S29742c RM7311a ×

7 L – 7 RM1233 S29742c RM7311a ×

variety of Punjab carry unique resistant genes (Rekha et al., 
2011), that lower the risk of disease attack, compared to the 
high yielding varieties (Devi et al., 2017).  In the present study, 
DH lines with the presence of two blast resistance genes, Pi1 
and Pi2 were identified, which were reported to give broad-
spectrum resistance to different races of Magnaporthe oryzae 
(Liu et al., 2002; Khan et al., 2018). The gene Pi1 was found in 
six DH lines (L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4, L-6 and L-7 ) and the gene Pi2 
was found in all seven DH lines, wherein gene combinations 
such as Pi1 and Pi2 were also found in six DH lines (L-1, L-2, 
L-3, L-4, L-6 and L-7) along with resistant parent PR-122. The 
comparison of disease scores with the presence or absence of 
resistance genes clearly showed that the DH lines having genes 
Pi1 and Pi2 had lower disease score supporting the previous 
findings about these genes in delivering broad-spectrum 

resistance against geographically diverse strains of M. oryzae 
(Kumari et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2018). This emphasizes that 
the pyramiding of genes Pi1 and Pi2 can undoubtedly impart 
better blast resistance under Chhattisgarh conditions. 

3.5.  Aroma estimation by using sensory test
The presence or absence of aroma in the rice leaf tissues 
was assessed on same 7 DH rice lines including positive and 
negative check (Dubraj- Aromatic positive check; RPBIO226 
and PR122-Non-aromatic negative check) identified by the 
sensory test using a 1.7% KOH solution. On the basis of sensory 
test results the DH lines along with parents assigned to score 
1 for absence of aroma, score 2 for slight aroma, score 3 
for moderate aroma and score 4 for high aroma (Figure 2). 
The smell was neutralized using coffee powder in between 
estimating lines. The results indicated the existence of a 
moderately strong aroma present in four DH lines (L-1, L-3, 
L-6 and L-7) except for three lines (L-2, L-4 and L-5). All though 
there was a considerable variation among the DH lines in the 
aroma level. The focused was on the presence or absence of 
aroma in 1-4 scale levels .No quantitative determination was 
performed. Moreover, sensory assessment of aroma in rice 
is still favourable method applied in some studies (Lorieux 
et al., 1996; Garland et al., 2000). So the test performed 
was sufficient to discriminate different levels of aroma in 
comparison to positive and negative checks. 

3.6 Morphological characterization of DH lines
7 DH lines derived along with parents were field evaluated 
for different agronomic traits: number of panicles plant-1, 
number of tillers plant-1, plant height (cm), grain length (cm), 
grain breadth (cm), L/B ratio, seed weight (g) plant-1, aroma 
and 50% flowering time (Figure 6). All traits showed a wide 
variation among the anther derived rice lines. For maturity, 
none of the DH lines exhibited longer duration and for plant 
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height all DH lines were shorter than the  Dubraj. The L/B 
ratio derived from grain length and grain breadth was higher 
in six DH lines (L-1, L-2, L-3, L-5, L-6 and L-7) whereas lower 
in one DH line (L-4) as compared to recipient donor. The 
values of different traits were well distributed among all 
DH lines. Among all the screened lines, aromatic L-3 DH line 
performed outstandingly well with higher seed weight (32. 11 
g plant-1) higher than Dubraj (30.20 g plant-1 ) and moderate 
resistance to BLB and blast.  Subsequently L-3 line was 
subjected to SIET trial showing excellent yield performance 
(5096.5 kg ha-1) as compare to several local checks (swarna 
4791.7 kg ha-1; Mashuri 4148.1 kg ha-1; Pooja 4398.1 kg ha-1, 
Jaldubi 2507.7 kg ha-1). Yield of 51 q ha-1 is appreciable as 
most of the aromatic lines yields between 3.5-4.5 q ha-1. 
Underlying objective of this research was to develop DH lines 
and select the high yielding aromatic rice line with multiple 
disease resistant. Within 3 years of development of L-3 DH, 
it is under varietal developmental trails, which itself indicate 
the efficacy of anther culture in fixing homozygosity and 
speedy development of desired variety within short period 
of time.  L-3 is promoted to advance evaluation trials and iss 
nominated for IVT trial under AICRIP for checking its national 
performance. 

4.  Conclusion

DNA markers, pathogenicity assays and sensory test was 
judicially employed to confirm the morphological data. DH 
line L-3 came out to be the best performer and it is under 
advanced trial due to its superior qualities and expected to be 
released as aromatic DH line with multiple disease resistance 
in years to come.

5.  Future Research

The selected resistant DH lines may further be used in crossing 
program to introduce other resistant genes of different biotic 
and abiotic stresses.
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